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BANDS AND STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF EMS EXCHANCE RATES:

A MONTE CARLO INVESTIGATION OF THREE TARGET ZONE MODELS

wr
Roel M.W.J. Beetsma

Abstract

r

We use a Monte Carlo experiment to compare three target zone models in their
ability to reproduce some stylized facts of weekly Deutsche Mark exchange
rates in the EMS from January 1987 till August 1990. We use the Krugman
(1991) model and two extensions of it, the Lewis (1990) model of
intramarginal interventions and the Bertola and Caballero (1989) model of
repeated realignments. Compared with the corresponding dollar rates, returns
on Deutsche Mark rates exhibit much more non-normality, which can be
generated endogenously by the latter two models, and slightly more
conditional heteroskedasticity, which can be produced by the Lewis model
simultaneously.
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1. Introduction

Although the EMS has been studied extensively in the economic literature

[e.g., Giavazzi and Giovannini (1989)], until recently only little effort

has been paid to explicit modeling of the effects of the exchange rate

bands. Since the introduction of the basic target zone model by Krugman

(1991), a literature emerged which extends the model in trying to explain

the behaviour of exchange rates in such currency bands. The empirical

evidence for the EMS of this 'first generation' of target zone models is

rather mixed. For example, using nonparametric regression techniques, Meese

and Rose (1990, 1991) find no significant evidence of nonlinearities linking

fundamentals to EMS exchange rates. Similarly, estimates by de Jong (1991)

of the Krugman model on EMS exchange rates for the period 1987-199o show

that it is difficult to identify the interest semi-elasticity, which causes

the nonlinearity of the exchange rate solution. However, tests of the

hypothesis that the parameter is zero, reject for the Deutsche Mark exchange

rates of the Belgian franc, the French franc and the Danish krone. Pesaran

and Samiei (1991) detect important expectational effects of exchange rate

management in the French franc-Deutsche Mark rate during their EMS period,

but their limited dependent variables model is based on backward-looking

expectations for the exchange rate.

In this paper we present some stylized facts of weekly bilateral Deutsche
Mark exchange rates in the EMS for the period 1987-1990, and compare these
facts with the behaviour of dollar exchange rates with EMS currencies over
the seme period, i n order to detect effects that might have been caused by
the presence of the currency bands in the EMS. In all cases it is difficult

to reject the unit root hypothesis. However, compared to the dollar rates,
returns on Deutsche Mark rates show much more non-normality end slightly
more conditional heteroskedasticity.



We use three target zone models to try and explain these facts. The first
one is the basic target zone model developed by Krugman (1991). It assumes
full credibility of the exchenge rate band and excludes the possibility of
realignments. The period from 198~ until 199o might therefore be suitable to
study the appropriateness of the model, because during this period no major
realignments occurred in the EMS. Indeed, because the Krugman model links
the exchange rate in a nonlinear way to the economic fundamental, it is able
to generate non-normality and conditional heteroskedasticity endogenously.
However, as we shall see, the amount of nonlinearity generated by the model,
ís smaller than that found in the data. Therefore, we use two extensions of
the Krugman model, which, in addition to the nonlinear relationship between
fundamental and exchange rate, draw from other sources of non-normality.
While the Krugman model only allows for interventions at the margins of the
exchange rate band, the first extension we consider is the model proposed by
Lewis (1990), which combines interventions at the margins with intra-
marginal interventions. This might be a more realistic description of
exchange rate management in the EMS [e.g., see Giavazzi end Giovannini

(1989)]. especially since the Basle-Nyborg agreement in September 1987, when
the facilities for intramarginal interventions were extended. The second
extension of the Krugman model, is the model proposed by Bertola and
Cnballero (1989). Ic abandons the essumption of full crodibility, and nllnws
for repeated realignments of the exchange rate target zone. Although
realignments did not occur during the period under consideration, there
still might have been expectations of realignments [a 'Peso problem', see
Krasker (1980)], because there was (and still is) an option to realign the
central parities [see Delors Committee (1989)]. Absence of full credibility
of the currency band causes the exchange rate to jump when it reaches its
margins and the band is defended. This can produce the strong non-normality
found in the exchange rate returns.

Direct estimation of even the simplest target zone model, the Krugman model,
is very complicated. De Jong (1991) estimates the model by maximum
likelihood, which is computationally demanding. For the Lewis and Bertola



and Caballero models, expressions for the predictive densities are not even

available. Therefore, we do not conaider direct estimation in this paper,
but we take a less ambitious approach, end investigate which model is best

able to reproduce the most salient facts found in the data. The
distributions of the test statistics, which we use to detect the stylized

facts, are unknown. Hence, we use a Monte Carlo experiment to obtain the
means of the desired test statistics over simulated exchange rate series for

the three models, and we compare their magnitudes with those found for the

real data. An extensive search over the paremeter space shows that the

models are indeed able to reproduce the stylized facts to a good extent for

reasonable parameter values. Tests of the unit root hypothesis on series

generated by the basic Krugman model, do not reject at conventional

significance levels, which must be due to the low power of the tests, but

which is in accordance with the empirical findings. The Krugman model also
generates moderate non-normality and conditional heteroskedasticity in the

exchange rate returns. Much atronger rejections of normality are found for
the series drawn with the Lewis model (1990) and the Bertola end Caballero

(1989) model (where we condition on the non-occurrence of realignments in

the simulated series). In the latter model, the occasionally occurring jumps
in the exchange rate, are responsible for the high kurtosis, while in the
Lewis model it is the presence of intramarginal interventions, which are
modeled to become more frequent when the exchange rate drifts too far from

its central parity, that produces the strong non-normality. The Lewis model

is simultaneously able to produce a strong rejection of conditional
homoskedasticity. In the Bertola and Caballero model, however, the
occasional jumps in the exchange rate mitigate the persistence in
volatility, which is found for a few of the Deutsche Mark return series.
Therefore, it is important to emphasize that for some of the Deutsche Mark

exchange rate series (e.g. the Deutsche Mark vis-à-vis the French franc) the

Hertola and Caballero model might be more appropriate, while for other

series (e.g. the Deutsche Mark vis-à-vis the Irish pound), the Lewis model

seems to give a better explanation of the stylized facts.



The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we
summarize stylized facts of the weekly Deutsche Mark rates as of the
realignment of January 1987. and we compare these rates with the
corresponding dollar rates. In section 3 we start from a simple continuous-
time monetary model with a band on the exchange rate and write it in the
reduced form that Krugman (1991) uses. Next, we present the extensions of
the basic Krugman model, as proposed by Lewis (1990) and Bertola and
Caballero (1989). In section 4 we compare the results of the Monte Carlo
experiment for the three models. Section 5 concludes. Details of the
simulation procedure are given in the appendix.

2. Stylized facts of IIyS exchange rates

In this section we summarize some styl3zed facts of weekly Deutsche Mark
rates in the EMS for the period since the realignment in Jenuary 198~, and
compare them with U.S. dollar rates vis-À-vis IIdS currencies for the same
period, in order to describe the effecta of officially declared bands on
exchange rates.

The sample period is January 14, 198~ to August 22, 1990, which yields 189
Wednesday observations. During this whole period, eight countries
participated in the exchange rate mechanism of the EMS. These countries are
Germany, France, Italy, Belgium, Luxemburg, Denmark, Ireland and the
Netherlands. Because Belgium and Luxemburg maintain a fixed parity, we
exclude Luxemburg from our analysis. We use logarithms of exchange rates and
changes in the logarithms as approximations to the exchange rate returns.

Key statistics of the Deutsche Mark and the dollar rates are summarized in
Tables 1 and 2 respectively. In accordance with the overwhelming evidence in
the literature [e.g., see Baillie and Bollerslev (1989 a,b) and Baillie and
McMahon (1989)], in none of the cases the augmented Dickey-Fuller test
[critical values can be found in Fuller (19~6)] is able to reject the null



hypothesis of a unit root in the exchange rates, although for bilateral EMS

rates the results are usuelly less insignificant than for dollar rates. Note

that in the presence of conditional heteroskedasticity or autocorrelation, a

Phillips-Perron (1988) test is more appropriate to test the unit root

hypothesis. Moreover, the results for the Box-Pierce tests show that only

for the Deutsche Mark-Belgium franc rate the null hypothesis of zero

autocorrelation is rejected.

A comparison of skewness, kurtosis and tests for non-normality reported in

Tables 1 and 2, shows large differences between the returns on EMS rates and
Lhe reLurns on dollar raties. While for the doller rates ln none of Lho ceses

normality is rejected, we find for the EMS rates highly significant Jarque-

Bera [e.g., see Jarque end Bera (1980)] tests for non-normality, which is

mainly due to the large excess kurtosis. The fact that these differences are

found for all EMS rates compared to the corresponding dollar rates, suggests

that they might be explained by the presence of the bands on the EMS

exchange rates. Differences between EMS and dollar returns are less clear if

we compare the tests for conditional heteroskedasticity. Evidence of

conditional heteroskedesticity is only found for the Deutsche Mark-guilder

rate and for the Deutsche Mark-Irish pound rate. The absence of non-

normality end conditional heteroskedasticity in the dollar returns might

seem to contradict evidence elsewhere in the literature [e.g., see Hsieh

(1988, 1989), Baillie and McMahon (1989) and Baillie end Bollerslev

(1989b)]. Note however that the sample under consideration is rather short,

and the sampling frequency is weekly rather than daily. Non-normality and

conditional heteroskedasticity tend to disappear when the frequency

decreases [e.g., see Drost and Nijman (1990)].
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3. The exchange rate oodels

As discussed in Section 2, stylized facts of EMS exchenge rates are that
unit roots are difficult to reject and that the returns show much more non-
normality than dollar rates. In addition, for two series conditional
heteroskedasticity is found, while for the dollar rates in none of the cases
conditional homoskedasticity ia rejected. We want to explain these facts and
therefore we introduce three exchenge rate models which explicitly take
account of the presence of the currency bands. First, we present the basic
target zone model developed by Krugman (1991). This model links the exchange
rate in a nonlinear fashion to the so-called fundamental, so that the model
is able to generate non-normality and conditional heteroskedasticity
endogenously, s property which disappears if the bandwidth goes to infinity.

Next, we present the model, which was originally suggested in Lewis (1990)

and which combines intramarginal interventions with interventions at the
boundaries. The last model i s the one developed in Bertola and Caballero

(1989). It allows for repeated realignments of the exchange rate band.

Our starting point is a two-country continuous-time monetary model. Svensson
(1989) shows that the cruciel equation to be derived from the model, (4)
below, is also conslstent with a monetary model of a small open economy,
which in some cases may be a more suitable description of the relationship
between two partners in the EMS. The model reads as follows (we denote
foreign variables by an asterisk and omit time indices for clarity):

m - p - xy - ai 4 e , (1)

M O ~ ~ ~ ~

m - P - xy - ai . E , (1 )

r
p t e- P- 0. (Z)

Et[de)~dt - i - i.. (3)

Here are y, m, p, i and e resp. national income, nominal money supply, the

price level, the nominal interest rate and the nominal exchange rate (a rise



in e is a depreciation of the domestic currency), all expressed in
logarithms, except for i, which is given as a percentage. Equation (1) is
the condition for money market equilibrium. It relates real money demand to
income, interest rates and a stochastic term e. Here is a the interest semi-
elasticity of money demand. It is assumed that labour markets are perfectly
flexible, so that employment is always at ita natural level. The naturalr
rate is normalized to zero for convenience, so that y-y -0. Equation 2
states that the real exchange rate between both countries is constant, which
corresponds to purchasing power parity. Dynamics enter the model through
equation 3, the uncovered interest parity. This is an arbitrage condition,
which requires perfect capital mobility between both countries and perfect
substitutability of interest earning securities in the two countries.
Furthermore, expectations'are assumed to be rational.

r
Subtracting (1 ) from (1) and substituting (2) and (3) in the resulting

equation gives

e(t) - f(t) 4 a Et(de(t)]~dt , a) 0, (4)

w r
where f(t) ~[m(t) - m(t)] -[e(t) - e(t)] is the so-called fundamental
and Et[.] is the expectation conditional on the information available at t.

Equation (4) shows that a measures the degree of forward-lookingness in the
model; the higher a, the stronger the anticipative effect of future policy
changes in the current exchange rate level.

The ICrugman (1991) model.

The fundamental consists of two parts, the difference between domestic andr
foreign money supply, m(t)-m (t), which is under control of the monetary

r
authorities, and an uncontrollable part v(t) ~ E(t)-e(t). This is the
difference in cumulated money demend shocks. In the Krugman model it is



assumed to evolve as a Brownian motion with drift K and instantaneous
standard deviation a:

dv(t) - u dt t a dz(t) . (5)

Here z is a Wiener process with E[dz]-0 and E[(dz)2]-dt. Note that a
positive value of u means that the domestic currency is intrinsically weak
vis-à-vis the foreign currency.

The monetary authorities prevent the exchange rate from going outside a pre-

specified band by imposing a lower bound f and an upper bound f on the

movements of the fundemental. At these boundaries, the band is defended
using infinitesimally small changes in the no~inal money supply (for

simplicity we assume that the foreign money stock is kept constant), i.e.
the authorities set

dm(t) - dL(t) - dU(t) , (6)

where

dL(t) -~ -dv(t), if f(t) - f and dv(t) ( 0
0 , otherwise -

dU(t) -~ dv(t) , if f(t) - f and dv(t) ) 0
0 , otherwise

When the fundamental tends to cross its upperbound, the monetary authorities
will keep i t within the band by selling infinitesimal amounts of foreign
money. The opposite occurs when the fundamental tends to cross its
lowerbound.

Applying It6's lemma [e.g., Harrison (1985)] gives, after some algebra, the
following second order differential equation of the exchange rate as a
function of the fundamental [Krugman (1991), Svensson (1989)]:



e(f) - f t aN e'(f) . ao2 e"(f)~2.

The general solution is given by

(7)

e(f) - f. a H. Alexp(Alf) t AZexP(AZf) , (8)

where al and a2 are the solutions of (aaz~2) Az; ak a- 1- 0.

It has been assumed that the announced monetary policy rule is fully
credible. Arbitrage with respect to this policy rule implies that e(f)
should be flat at its boundaries. These are the so-called smooth pasting
conditions, which tie down the unique solution of the exchange rate. Using
e'(f) - e'(f) - 0, one can derive expressions for A1 and AZ in f and f. It
is -easy to see that the band on the fundamental results in a similar and
unique band on the exchange rate itself. This allows one to calculate the
boundaries e and e from f and f. The band has a stabilizing effect on the
exchange rate, as Krugman (1991) has shown, so that changes in the
fundamental are less than fully reflected in the exchange rate. Thia
stabilizing effect ís stronger the larger the deviation of the exchange rate
from its central rate and it results in the familiar S-shaped exchange rate
solution.

Using Ite's lemma, we can show how exchange rate movements relate to
movements in the fundamental, when it is in the interior of its band:

de(f) - [e'(f)K . e " (f) 62~2] dt . e'(f)a dz(t) . (9)

The instantaneous standard deviation of exchange rate changes, e'(f)v,
varies with the position of the fundamental in the band. If the fundamental
is close to its boundaries, then e'(f) is smaller than when i t is near its
central parity. In the latter case the volatility of exchange rate returns
is larger than in the first case, which implies that returns are



conditionally heteroskedastic and that their unconditional dístríbution is
not normal.

The Lemís (1990) modeL.

While Krugman's basic target zone model only allows for interventions at the
margins, the model to be introduced now, which is developed in Lewis (1990),
combines inframarginal interventions with intramarginal interventions, which
might be a more realistic description of the EMS. As in the Krugman model,
are the authorities assumed to defend a fully credible band [f,f] on the
fundamental using interventions at the margins. However, when the
fundamental is in the interior of its band, each moment the authorities
prevent the fundamental from moving with some probability, which increases
with the deviation of the exchange rate from the central parity. This might
be motivated by the desire to prevent the exchange rate from fluctuating to
fast, which causes exchange rate uncertainty and could call the credibility
of the exchange rate band into question.

As before, the fundamental f(t) is the sum of the uncontrollable part v(t)
and the difference between home and foreign money supply. Foreign money
supply i s again kept constant, while the home money stock is used to
regulate the fundamental. At the boundaries of the fundamental band, the
authorities apply the regulators as in (6), while, between the margins, the
components of the fundamental change as follows:

r dv(t) - x dt t a dz
l dm(t) - - dv(t)

~ dv(t) - y. dt f o dz
dm(t) - 0

with probability rt(f)

with probability [1-n(f)]
(10)

where we have normalized the central parity to zero for simplicity and where
rt(f) lies between zero and one. Hence, with probability rt(f), the
authorities intervene and counteract the velocity shocks. Using the theory
in Dixit (1991), one cen derive [see Lewis (1990)]



e(f) - f t oc [(1-rt(f))H - rt'(f)a2] e'(f) ~ oco2(1-rt(f)) e "(f)~2 (11)

In contrasC to (~), the probability of no intervention multiplies both the
drift term u and the variance term a2. In addition, there is the term
-n'(f)a2e'(f), which is associated with the change in the probability of
intervention when the fundamental changes. Using the smooth pasting
conditions e'(f) - e'(f) - 0, one can tie down a unique solution to (11).
The probability of intervention will be assumed to arise from the following
logistic function of the absolute value of the fundamental,

exP(b~' b1IfI)
rt(f) - laexp(b~t bl f) ~ if f( f( f, (12)

The probability of an intervention increases with the deviation from the
central parity. With (12), we solve (11) numerically. Therefore, we
approximate (11) by a second order difference equation, which atarts in the
origin (N is taken zero, so that the exchange rate solution is symmetric)
and is iteratively integrated forward until the smooth pasting condition is
fulfilled. We have chosen b~ and bl in such a way that the probability of
intervention is negligible when the exchange rate is at its central rate,
while the probability is high for large deviations from the central rate.

The Bertola and Caballero (1989) model.

The third model that we consider is the Bertols and Caballero (1989) model

of repeated realignments. Although realignments have not occurred during our

EMS sample period, expectations of possible future realignments could have

influenced EMS exchange rate behaviour. Authorities sgain impose a bend

[f ~f, f.f] on the fundamental, where f is the central rate of thec - c c
fundamental. When f is at the boundaries of this band, there are two policy
actions available. The first one is that the current band is defended. The
authorities intervene with probability 1-pr (1-pd), and the fundamental
jumps by an amount Rr (Rd) into the band, when f is at fc~f (fc.Y). The



other possibility, which occurs with probability pr (pd), is that the
central parity is shifted downwards (upwards) by an amount Dr (Dd) and the
fundamental is shifted to position Kr (Kd) below (above) its new upper
(lower) boundary. This is the situation where a realignment occurs. The
model assumes that the parametera pr, pd, Rr, Rd, Dr, Dd, Kr end Kd are the
same for each fundamental band, so that, apart from the shift in the central
parity, the exchange rate solution will remain the same before and after a
realignment or an intervention. Although we do not observe that the
realignments that have occurred repeatedly in the EMS are always of the same
magnitude or are undertaken when the exchange rate has the same position in
the band, because of its flexibility, the model might still be a reasonable
description for exchange rate behaviour in the EMS during recent years.

As just argued, the exchange rate solution has to fulfill the following
generalisatíon of (8)

e(f:fD) ' f a au . Alexp(al(f-fD)) . A2exp(~2(f-fD)) (13)

The boundary conditions needed to tie down a unique exchenge rate solution
are the value-matching conditions. They follow again from arbitrage by risk-
neutral investors and require that the exchange is not expected to change
when the fundamental is at the boundaries of its current band, i.e, the
exchange rate solution must fulfill

pd e(f~,Dd.f.Kd;f~.Dd) . (1-pd) e(f~.f-Rd;fO) - e(fp4f;fp)

pr e(fp-Dr.f-Kr; f~-Dr) .(1-Pr) e(fOffaRr;f~) - e(f0.f;f~)

4. Monte Carlo analysis

(14)

In this section we investigate to what extent the models presented in the
previous section are able to explain the stylized facts in the Deutsche Mark



exchange rates, especislly when compared to the dollar exchange rates, hence
to what extent these models are able to account for the suggested band
effects in the Deutsche Mark rates. In other words, the question is whether
there are paremeter combinations for which we are able to simulate exchange
rate series that (simultaneously) produce magnitudes of the augmented
Dickey-Fuller test statistics, the Jarque-Bera test statistics and the ARCH
test statistics that are comparible to those found for the data. We
emphasize however, that none of the models theoretically implies a unit root
or heteroscedasticity of the paremetric form specified by the ARCH model.
Because the distributions of the test statistics are unknown when any of the
three models is the true one, we simulate the models to obtain exchange rate
series from which we calculate the statistics.

A band is imposed on the exchange rate which ranges from e--0.0225 to e-

0.0225. This corresponds to the :2.25z bend on the EMS exchange rates. Given

the parametervalues, we then calculate the band on the fundamental. In order

to simulate the models, one has to approximate them with models in discrete-

time and adjust the parameter values to the frequency level at which

simulation takes place (for detaíls, see the appendix). Simulated values of

the exchange rate are obtained using the exchange rate solutions implied by

the boundery conditions (for the Lewis model, we solve the exchange rate
solution numerically). To make the simulated exchange rate series comparable

to the real data series, we simulate them at a weekly frequency level.

However, because of the non-linearities and the type of policies followed by

the authorities, the discrete-time models at this frequency level, will be

poor approximations to their continuous-time versions [e.g., see Duffie and

Singleton (1988)]. Therefore, we simulate the fundamental roughly at an

hourly level (for the Lewis model at a half-hourly level, because of the

high probability of intervention when the fundemental drifts too far away

from the central parity), and compose exchange rate series by collecting

them at weekly intervals. Clearly, the higher the frequency at which we

simulate, the better the approximations to the continuous-time models.



To investigate the extent to which our models can mimic the stylized facts
in our data, we first discuss how parameter changes are expected to affect
the magnitudes of the key test statistics. To narrow the set of possible
parameter combinations, we confine ourselves to combinations which result in
symmetric exchange rate solutions of the fundamental around the central
parity. Especially, this implies that the drift parameter, which is usually
used to model the inherent weakness (y,~0) of one currency to another, is set
to zero. Asymmetry of the exchange rate solution increases the skewness of
the returns. However, as the data show, skewness is a minor contributor to
the non-normality found in the Deutsche Mark rates, when we compare it to
the excess kurtosis.

The cruciel parameter in all three models is the parameter a, the interest
semi-elasticity in the monetary model. As seen in (4), this parameter
measures the forward-lookingness with respect to future changes in the
fundamental, hence with respect to future policy actions. It is reponsible
for the nonlinearities of the exchange rate solutions. In discretizations of
the models a increases when the time interval is decreased, because the
responsiveness of the exchange rate is stronger the shorter the time to
expected changes in the fundamental (see the appendix). Given the other
parameter values, a higher a implies a stronger nonlinear bias in the
exchange rate solution, and this bias is the source of conditional
heteroskedasticity and non-normality as shown in equation (9). Hence, a
higher a is likely to result in higher values for the ARCH and non-normality
test statistics of the simulated exchange rate series. Furthermore, for a
given exchange rate band, a higher a implies a wider fundamental band and,
given o, this reduces the short-run tendency of the exchange rate to mean-
revert.

The other two models draw from other sources of non-normality as well. In
the Lewis model, a non-constant probability of íntervention on the support
of f is likely to introduce extra non-normality and cause additional
clustering of periods with high and low volatility in the exchange rate



returns. In the Bertola and Caballero model, the additional source of non-
normalíty is provided by the jumps in the exchange rate that occur from time
to time when intervention takes place. To generate enough non-normality, the
exchange rate movements caused by the jumps ahould be relatively large
compared to the regular short-run movements when the exchange rate is in the
interior of its band. This requires ~s to be small, which at the same time
reduces the tendency to mean-reversion in short-run exchange rate movements.
Another effect of the relatively large size of the occasional exchange rate
jumps is, however, that it disturbs the clustering of high and low
volatility periods. In the simulations, we condition on the non-occurrence
of realignments in the sample series. Thus, we need paremeter values which
are consistent with a low realignment rate. Especially, low values for pd
and pr and low values for v will serve this purpose. This could well model
the EMS, where in recent years there could have been some probability of
realignment, which however did not materialize. Most difficult is it to find
a suitable choice for a, the interest semi-elasticity in the monetary model.
Estimates of a found in the literature, differ considerably per country,
model specífication end time period chosen [e.g. see Smith and Wickens
(1986) or Fair (1987); see Goldfeld and Sichel (1990) for an overview]. In
our simulations we fixed a at 0.2 on a yearly level. Only for the Krugman
model, we had to choose an a which was considerably higher (here we used a-
2 at a yearly level) to produce significant non-normality and conditional
heteroskedasticity.

Given a and x, in the case of the Krugman model, we only have to search for
a suitable value of 6 over a reasonable range. We varied C from lx to lOx on
a yearly level, which is reasonable if it is primarily the difference in
changes in the demand for money across countries that matters for the
movements of the fundamental. As argued earlier, we fix b0 at a low value (-
10) in the Lewis model, so that we still have to search for a suitable value
of bl. The search for suitable values of the additional parameters in the
Bertola and Caballero model, is constrained by the fact that we confine
ourselves to symmetric exchange rate solutions (hence, Dd- Dr, Kd- Kr, Rd-



Rr and pd- pr). Furthermore, given the experience of the EMS, we require
that the shift in the central parity should not be too large if a
realignment occurs, and that Rd- Rr are not too large compared to the width
of the fundamental band.

Tables 3, 4 and 5 report the average values of the summary statistics for
10000 series of 189 weekly observations drawn with respectively the Krugman
model, the Lewis model and the Bertole and Caballero model at our preferred
parameter combinations. Clearly, for the parameter combinations chosen, we
are able to generate important stylized facts found in the data. In all
three cases, values of the augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistics are below
their critical levels, which is in line with the results for the real data.
Of course, this demonstrates the low power of these tests. Furthermore, as
shown by the values of the Box-Pierce tests, in none of the cases we find
significant autocorrelation in the exchange rate returns. Although the
Krugman model produces significant values for the Jarque-Bera test
statistic, both the Lewís model and the Bertola snd Caballero model are able
to generate much higher values for the Jarque-Bera tests, together with a
strong excess kurtosis, comparable to that found in the Deutsche Mark
series. Simultaneously, the Lewis model is able to produce significant
conditional heteroskedasticity, more than the Krugman model, because of the
strongly varying intervention probabilíty over the fundamental band. In the
Bertola and Caballero model the fat tails in the distribution of the returns
are produced by relatively large jumps in the exchange rate when the band is
defended. Regarding the other parameters in the model, the probability of a
realignment occurring during a period of more than three years, is small.
Furthermore, if authorities intervene, the jump of the exchange rate into
the band ís at most 1.5x of the bandwidth itself, as rough calculations with
the exchange rate solution show. A realignment of the band results in a
shift of the central parity that is about equal to the width of the exchange
rate band. All this is quite realistic. Summarizing, although the basic
Krugman model can generate significant non-normality (and conditional
heteroskedasticity), we need other sources of non-normality to reproduce the



while in the Lewis model the intramarginal interventions, of which the
frequency increases towards the boundaries, are an additional source of non-
normality (and conditional heteroskedasticity), and in the Bertola and
Caballero model, it is the relatively large occasional exchange rate jumps
that are an additional source of non-normality.

Summarizing, the results suggest that the Bertola snd Caballero model can
mimic the most salient facts in for example the exchange rates of the lira
and the French franc vis-à-vis the Deutsche Mark, which show strong non-
normality but no conditional heteroskedasticity of the ARCH type. The
Krugman model can generate significant conditional heteroskedasticity and
non-normality simultaneously, as is
series. However, only at, perhaps
model is indeed able to generate
conditional heteroskedasticity to
magnitude to those obtained for the
vis the Deutsche Mark.

observed in some of the Deutsche Mark
implausibly, high values of ~. The Lewis
sufficiently strong non-normality and
produce test statistics of comparable
Dutch guilder and the Irish pound vis-à-

Appendix: Simulation of the models

In this appendix, we follow closely the theory exposed in Duffie and
Singleton (1988). To simulate the models, they have to be approximated by
discrete-time versions. The discrete-time paremeter values are adjusted to
the sampling frequency at which we simulate. In all cases we fix the
exchange rate band to the interval [-0.0225, 0.0225].

First, we consider simulation of the basic Krugman model. We denote the
analogues of oc, x, a in the discretized version of the theoretical model by
ad, y.d and ad respectively. The sampling interval is divided into n parts,
and a process f of 'in-between' simulations and a'shadow process' f are
defined. For each in-between simulation, a value of the shadow process is
obtained:



findings for the data. Both the Lewis model and the Bertola and Caballero

model are able to produce strong additional non-normality, while the Lewis
model is able to generate significant conditional heteroskedasticity at the

same time.

5. Cw~cluding remarks

In this paper a number of stylized facts of weekly Deutsche Mark exchange

rates in the EMS, for the period January 1987 to August 1990, were compared

with the corresponding dollar rates of the currencies in the EMS. While for

all exchange rate series the unit root hypothesis is difficult to reject,

tests for non-normality in the returns are always (highly) significant for

Deutsche Mark rates, but in none of the cases for the dollar rates, and

tests for conditíonal heteroskedasticity are in some cases significant for

the Deutsche rates, but in none of the casea for dollar rates. These

findings are suggestive of the presence of speciel band effects on the

behaviour of Deutsche Mark rates. Three models are introduced which might to
explain these phenomena. The first is the basic target zone model developed

by Krugman (1991), in which the band is defended by infremarginal

interventions. The second is the Lewis (1990) model, which combines

inframarginal interventions with intramargínal intervention, end the third

model is the Bertola and Caballero (1989) model, which allows for

expectations of future realignments. Because these models are difficult to

estimate, we use a Monte Carlo experiment to see whether they can mimic the

stylized facts in the data, hence to see whether they can be appropriate at

all. In all three models is the exchange rate a non-linear functíon of the

fundamental, because of expectations that announced policy adjustmenta will

be implemented in the future. The models have in common that they can

generate (one or more of) the stylized facts endogenously, while the

exogenous shocks, hitting the economy, arrive independently and identically

distributed. The Krugman model generates non-normality and conditional

heteroscedasticity merely by the nonlinearity of the exchange rate solut3on,



f[t4k~n] -~[t~(k-1)~n] t ud~n t E[ttk~n] ad~fn (k-1,..,n) , (A1)

where the E's are independently simulated from a standardnormal
distribution. The drift parameter end the standard deviation are adjusted
for the number of in-between simulations, n. The in-between simulations are
given by

~[tfk~n] -

f, if f[ttk~n] 5 f

f[ttk~n] , if ~[ttk~n] E (f, f)
f, if f[t~k~n] t f

(AZ)

After each run of n in-between simulations, a simulated value for the
fundamental is obtained:

f[ttl] - ~[ttl]

Appropriate simulation of the fundamental requires that Hd~6á is kept fixed

if the sampling frequency is changed. Together with the notion that the

differential equation that is to be obeyed by the exchange rate solution can

be written in terms of H~az and aa2, or H~a2 and au. this requires us to

keep adNd constant also for a change in the sampling frequency. Thus, the

simulated value of the exchange rate at time t.l is obtained through

substitution of ud~aá for u~a2. adkd for aH, and the simulated value f[trl]

for f, into the solution of the exchange rate function.

Simulation of the Lewis model and the Bertole and Caballero model is
analogous to simulation of the Krugman model. For both models, the
differential equation to be obeyed by the exchange rate solution can be
expressed with the parameter combinations u~a2 and au, and potential other
parameter combinations not including a, u or a. Hence, when changing the
sampling frequency, we have to keep k~a2 end au fixed. In case of the Lewis

model again the processes ~ and ~ are used. We now draw for each in-between
simulation a value rt from the uniform distribution between zero and one. If



rt 5 rt(f[tt(k-1)~n]), the fundemental process i s stopped and ]`[t~k~n] -

f[tt(k-1)~n]. If rr ) n(f~[t4(k-1)~n]) then f~[ttk~n] is given by (A1) and
f[ttk~n] follows from (A2). For k~n integer, we obtain the exchange rate by

interpolation at f[t~k~n] of points of the numerical approximation to the

exchange rate solution. This solution is obtained using a shooting algorithm
whích is iteratively applied to make the solution fulfill the smooth pasting
conditions.

In case of the Bertole and Caballero model, we draw a value ir from the
uniform distribution between zero and one, when f[t~k~n] crosses one of the
boundaries of [f,f]. If n 5 pd ( for ~` hitting the upper boundary; similarly
for f hitting the lower boundary), a realignment takes place at which the
fundamental jumps to a position Kd above the new lower boundary (for
simplicity, the new fundamental band is translated to the original one).
When rr ) pd, intervention takes place and the fundamental jumps to a
position Rd below the upper boundary.

We draw exchange rate series of 189 observations, which equals the sample
size of the real data series, and calculate the key test statistics from
these series. We do this N times (in our case N- 10000) and take the mean
of the statistics over the N series. The N exchange rate series are obtained
from one long simulated time series. Between each pair of the N series, we
draw another 100 observations, which we throw away, to make the subsequent
values obtained for the test statistics (approximately) uncorrelated. If
(xl, ., xN) are the values of the test-statistic x obtained for the n-th
(n-1, ., N) series, we calculate x- N nil xn. An (approximately) unbiased
estimator of the variance of x is given by

1 - 2
V(x) - N(N-1) n-1 (xn- x) (A3)

Because the marginal densities of the exchange rate are unknown in the Lewis
model and the Bertola and Caballero model, we also throw away a number of
simulations right after the start, to rule out the effects of the starting



values. In the simulations of the Bertole and Caballero model, we throw away

all series in which realignments occur, because we want to see how exchenge

rates behave in the presence of realignment expectations, which do not

materialize however, as has been case in for the EMS in recent years.

Simulation then takes place, until we have obtained N series without

realignments. We note that N must be relatively large because of the small

probability that the exchange rate jumps in a sample of 189 observations

(the 'Peso problem').
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Table 1: Summary statistics o,~ Deutsche Mark exchange rates

DM~Ffr DM~lira DM~Bfr

parity (e) -1.210 -6.580 -3.027
ADF (e) -1.99 -2.19 -0.24
mean (ne) x10000 -0.36 -2.51 0.31
stdev (~e) x1000 2.03 3.30 1.13
skewness (~e) -2.25 -2.11 0.32
kurtosis (oe) 17.14 12.07 5.04
JB (~e) 1 67 8.11 804.12 37.71
ARCH(2) (~e) 0.49 0.21 3.08
BP(lo) (ee) 13.75 7.66 19.39

DM~Dkr DM~IP DM~Dfl

parity (e) -1.339 0.985 -0.119
ADF (e) -1.60 -2.66 -2.32
mean (oe) xl0ooo -0.53 0.34 0.05
stdev (De) x1000 2.19 1.77 0.57
skewness (oe) -0.70 -0.12 -0.97
kurtosis (ee) 5.55 6.59 5.83
JB (oe) 68.97 105.62 95.70
ARCH(2) (oe) 1.40 ~ 28.22
BP(1o) (oe) 4.31 9.26 7.07

Remnrke:

1. E:cDSnge retes hevc Deen cslculnted trom closing retea ot tDe guilder et
the Ameterdem torelgn exchenge mnrket, mssuwing perfect arDitrsge.

2. Exchenge retes ere expreased es CDe numDer of Deutache Marke needed to
buy one unit of torelgn currency.

3. rne se.Dlr Derfoe run. rro. Janusry tA, 1q87 to Augu.t 22. lqqo (1Bq
veaoeeday ~Deervntfons).

4. The eentrel Derlty le derlned on the togerithm of the exehangc rete.
5. ADDrevlstlona: e~ loglevel ot e:change rste, ~e ~ tírat dlfference 1n

loglevel, DM a Deutsche Mark, Pfr ~ Prench frenc, Bfr ~ Belgium frenc.
Dkr ~ Denlah krone. IP : Irlsh pound, Dtl : Dutch gullder, ADP .
augmented Dickey-PUller test lncluding e eonstent, e tlme trend end tro
lage of the differenced series. ateev - stsndard devlation, ARCH(2) e
ARCH tee[ of ordcr 2 ( under the null eeymDtotlcelly ch1-equere
dlstríDUted rith 2 degreea of freedom). JB . Jarque-Bera teat for
norwnlity ( under the null asymDtotícnlly chl-square ríth 2 degreea of
treedow) end BP(10) : Box-Plerce [eet ot order 10 (under the null
ecymDtullcelly chl-squere rlth 10 degreee of freedoe).

6. Slgnlflcen[ teet atettatica at s 5: level ere underllned.



Table 2: Swmnary stattstics of dollar rates

S~DM E~FFr S~lira S~Bfr

ADF (e) -1.17 -0.86 -1.15 -0.90
mean (~e) x10000 9.52 9.16 7.01 9.82
stdev (ne) x100 1.44 1.36 1.32 1.42
skewness (Ge) 0.16 0.11 0.14 0.14
kurtosis (ee) 2.99 3.11 2.99 3.08
JB (ee) 0.79 0.53 0.64 0.69
ARCH(2) (ee) 2.05 1.46 3.17 2.19
BP(l0) (ee) 12.64 12.76 11.47 13.36

S~Dkr E~IP E~Dfl

ADF (e) -0.93 -0.98 -1.15
mean (ee) x10000 8.98 9.85 9.57
stdev (ne) xloo 1.41 1.37 1.43
skewness (oe) 0.14 0.064 0.14
kurtosis (Ae) 3.09 2.91 2.96
JB (ee) 0.72 0.16 0.62
AHCH(2) (ee) z.21 0.64 2.38
BP(lo) (Ge) 12.85 13.90 12.80

NeenrMe:
t. See rer.erke 1.3,5 ana 6 TeDie 2.
2. Exchsnge retee ere expresseC ee the nu~ber ot Aollare neeEeG to buy nne

unlt of foreign curreney.



Table 3: Average summary atatistfcs for the Krugman rgodel.

(u.c.~)

ADF (e)

mean (De) x10000
x10000

stdev (Ge) x100
x100

skewness (~e) x100
x100

kurtosis (oe)

JB (~e)

AacH(2) (ne)

BP (ee)

[f,f]

(o.o0,0.03.2)
-2.27
(.0087)
0.00
(0.01)
0.20
(.0004)
0.34
(0.28)
4.05
(0.011)
21.31
(0.43)
6.61
(0.072)
12.59

(0.064)
[-.0505..0505]

Pe~erke:
1. Pere~eter veluee ere Deeed on e yeerly freQUency level.

2. Stetletlce ere everegee over I0000 eeriea of IB9 veekly oDeervetlone.

3. ADDrevletione: see re~erk 5[aDle 1.

4. Ysluea of ADP, JB. APCH end BP thst vould heve Deen sígnlftcent et e 5S

level ere underlíned.

5. Eetl~eted .tenderd devlatlone (ece sDDendlz) ere reDOrted Detween

Dreckete



TabLe 4: Average swmaary statiatics for the Lemis model.

(u.6.~.
b0,b1)

ADF (e)

mean (oe)

stdev (Ae)

skewness (ne)

kurtosis (~e)

JB (ee)

ARCH(2) (~e)

BF (ne)

[f,f]

x10000
x10000

x100
x100
x100
xloo

(0.00,0.08,0.2,
-10,250)

-2.48
(0.010)
0.01
(0.01)
0.36

(.0006)
-0.2~
(0.43)
5-98

(0.019)
106.1
(1.84)
12.49
(0.10)
14.90

(o.o~~)
[-.0493..0493]

Re~erke:
. See reoerke 1 Co 5 teDle j.



Table 5: Average awlwíary atatiatica for the
Bertota and CabaLlero model.

(u.a.a.D D .
Kd-Kr'RdaRrrPd.Pr)

ADF (e)

mean (oe)

stdev (oe)

skewness (De)

kurtosis (oe)

JB (Ge)

ARCH(2) (~e)

BP (ne)

realignments
[f,f]

(.00,.0011,.2,.05..05.
.~295..25..25)

x10000
x10000

x100
x100
x100
x100

Remarka:

-2.19
(.0078)
0.00
(0.00)
0.016
(0.000)

2.02
(1.00)
4.53

(0.099)
831.7
(52.84)

1.86
(0.020)

9-72
(0.046)
o.9X

[-.0230,.0230]

1. See re~erka 1 to 5 teDle 3.

2. Serlea ín whích reeltgn~en[s occurred have becn thrown awey and

reDlenlahed' Dy eddltional aeriea without reellgn~ents, unt11 [he totsl

nu~ber of seríea equalled 10000.
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